The Nuclear Weapons Reduction Initiative announced by President Bush on September 27,1991, is described herein as set forth in Defense Secretary Cheney's Nuclear Arsenal Reduction Order issued September 28,1991. The implications of the Bush Initiative for improved nuclear weapons safety are assessed in response to a request by U.S. Senators Harkin, Kennedy, and Wirth to the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory that the ~uthor pre~are such an assessment.
Introduction
Pursuant to a request by several members of the United States Senate and House of Representatives in November 1990, the author prepared an assessment of the safety of U.S. nuclear weapons. In this assessment, the author estimated that 10 to 20 nuclear explosive tests would be required to bring the remainder of the nuclear weapons stockpile up to modern safety standards, given already-scheduled retirements of older nuclear weapons. The unclassified version of this assessment was issued July 26, 1991, as Report to Congress: Assessment of the Safety of u.s. Nuclear Weapons and Related Nuclear Test Requirements.l Two months later, on September 2721991, President Bush announced a sweeping new series of unilateral cutbacks in American nuclear defenses. This action by the President prompted Senators Tom Harkin, Edward M. Kennedy, and Timothy E. Wirth-the three Senators who had requested the safety assessmentto ask for its reevaluation by the author. A copy of this request, which came in the form of a letter dated October IS, 1991, to Director John Nuckolls of the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, is provided in Appendix A.
In particular, the Senators' letter requested a reevaluation of the author's estimate that 10 to 20 nuclear explosive tests would be required to incorporate modern safety features into the warheads for the Minuteman III, Trident C4, and Trident 05 missiles, and how many explosive tests could be eliminated if the Navy decided not to incorporate insensitive high explosive (IHE) in the W76/C4 and W88/D5 warheads. The letter also asked for an analysis of the extent to which "pit reuse" for further production of the W88/D5 warhead would require underground testing.
Before attempting to answer the Senators' questions, it will be instructive to list and annotate those provisions of the Bush initiative, as set forth in Defense Secretary Cheney's September 28, 1991 Order, Reducing the United States Nuclear Arsenal, and then to discuss briefly the implications for nuclear weapon safety of that initiative.
Defense Secretary Cheney's Nuclear Arsenal Reduction Order of September 28,19913 , 1 . The United States armed forces shall eliminate their inventory of ground-launched theater nuclear weapons.
The inventory of W33 8-in., W48155-mm, and W79 8-in. nuclear artillery shells, together with the W70-1,2,3 Lance surface-to-surface short-range tactical missiles, will be placed in secure storage and subsequently destroyed.
2. Tactical nuclear weapons shall be removed from all surface ships, attack submarines, and landbased naval aircraft bases.
All depth/strike bombs and tactical bombs will be taken off ships, and about half will be destroyed once sent home. W80-O Tomahawk nuclear cruise missiles will be taken off ships and attack submarines and stockpiled for further use. Older nuclear depth bombs for Navy antisubmarine planes will also be eliminated. (The B90 replacement for the Navy's B57-1,2 depth/strike bomb is unfunded.)
3. United States strategic bombers shall stand down from their alert postures, and their nuclear weapons shall be removed and stored in secure areas.
The 40 (approx.) alert bombers, of the 280-plane B52 and B1 B strategic bomber force, that are always on 24-hour readiness alert will be taken off alert.
4. The United States intercontinental ballistic missiles scheduled for deactivation under the terms of the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty shall stand down from alert.
The single-warhead W56-4 Minuteman II ICBMs scheduled to be deactivated under the Start Treaty will be taken off alert immediately. The missiles will be dismantled once the treaty is ratified, probably some time next year, rather than when the full reductions of the pact take place in seven years.
5. Development of the mobile Peacekeeper ICBM rail garrison system and the mobile portions of the small ICBM program shall be terminated.
The mobile portion of the MX missile system will be cancelled. Its missiles, capable of carrying 10 warheads each, will remain in silos rather than be put on rail cars that could be dispersed in a nuclear attack. The mobile portion of the single-warhead Midgetman system-the truck-<:arried launchers-will also be cancelled.
6. The nuclear short-range attack-missile program J(SRAM II) shall be terminated.
Both the SRAM II strategic missile and the SRAM T tactical missile development programs will be cancelled. Development of the W89 warhead for the SRAM II will probably be continued as a possible replacement for the W88 Trident II warhead and/or the W69 SRAM A warhead. Further development of the W91 warhead for the cancelled SRAM T missile is not anticipated.
7. A Unified Command Plan with a United States Strategic Command to which all elements of the U.S. strategic deterrent are to be assigned shall be submitted to me.
Nuclear Weapons Safety Implications of the Bush Nuclear Weapons Reduction Initiative
The author pointed out in his July 26, 1991, safety assessment! that a major improvement in nuclear weapons safety would result if:
1. The retirement of those older nuclear weapons that are being retired or are currently scheduled for retirement before the year 2000 were accelerated.
2. U.S. short-range surface-to-surface tactical nuclear weapons were withdrawn from Europe and either safely stored or dismantled.
3. Air transport of nuclear warheads, or their deployment aboard aircraft that are in close proximity to operating runways, being refueled, or starting their engines, were prohibited in peacetime.
All these improvements in nuclear weapons safety except the ban on air transport of nuclear warheads are embodied in President Bush's nuclear weapons reduction initiative. Warhead transport by air could be reasonably terminated after the mandated return of overseas nuclear weapons has been completed and would result in a substantial improvement in nuclear weapon transportation safety.
When the accelerated retirement of older nuclear weapons is completed, the nuclear weapons stockpile, with the exception of the W78 Minuteman Ill, W76 Trident I,ll C4, and W88 Trident II 05 ballistic missiles, will have been brought up to modem standards of nuclear detonation and plutonium dispersal safety. That is, with the three exceptions noted, all weapons remaining in the stockpile will enjoy the safety advantages of both enhanced electrical isolation (EEl) and insensitive high explosive (IHE), in addition to the property of one-point safety (OPS) required of all nuclear weapons. Some warheads that have entered the stockpile more recently will also have the added safety feature of a fire-resistant pit (FRP).
Appendix B provides a brief description of these important nuclear weapon safety features and characteristics. Table C1 of Appendix C provides a list of all nuclear weapons currently in the U.S. stockpile, their stockpil~ entry date, their comparative safety rating, and their retirement status prior to the Bush initiative of September 27,1991.
Safety-Related Nuclear Test Requirements
The number of nuclear explosive tests needed to upgrade the safety of nuclear warheads depends on th*e means used to accomplish the upgrade and on the availability of the pit production facilities at Rocky Flats' (See Appendix B for a description of a nuclear warhead 'pit.') If these facilities at Rocky Flats remain unavailable, any further warhead production must use existing pits salvaged from warheads that are being retired.
The estimated number of nuclear tests needed to accomplish a variety of specified warhead safety upgrades and other stockpile actions is listed in Table 1 . The number of tests listed assumes that testing is minimized and that no unexpected difficulties are encountered. The smaller number of tests (in brackets at right) applies if Rocky Flats resumes operation, in which case salvaged pits need not be used.
. In November 1989, the DOE announced a shutdown of plutonium processing at its Rocky Flats plan! near Denver, Colorado. Effons to clean up the plant have been underway since, but no date has been set for resuming operations. aIt does not appear that the current W88 design could utilize a salvaged pit without major modification, which amounts to an essentially new design. bSee H below).
J
The number of tests listed assumes that the W78 warheads carried by the Minuteman III would be replaced by new W87 warheads rather than already existing ones. In the latter circumstance, a production verification test and salvaged-pit test would not be necessary, and the number of tests needed would be reduced to 1, [1] . cOne performance test with a salvaged pit has already been carried out successfully.
Assuming the W87 warhead were used to replace (safety upgrade) the W78 Minuteman warhead and no further W76 or W88 warheads were produced, the number of tests required would be (see Action F):
If production of the W88 warhead is to be resumed, which may necessitate that Rocky Flats be operating, a production verification test would be required (see Action A), bringing the total number of tests to:
In either case, a reasonable estimate of the of the number of nuclear tests required, allowing one test for contingencies, is:
3-4 nuclear tests to upgrade the Minuteman III to an "A" safety rating Note, however, President Bush's statement in his September 27,1991, address that "The small single-warhead ICBM [SICBM] will be our only remaining ICBM m odernization program," which would seem to preclude modernizing the Minuteman III ICBM to upgrade its safety. If this interpretation is correct, the Minuteman missiles would continue to be deployed as is, in decreasing numbers (because some are retired), and no nuclear tests related to the Minutman III would be necessary.
A minimum of 3, [2] nuclear tests (see Action B) will be needed if, in addition to upgrading the Minuteman III to an "A" safety rating, it is desired to upgrade the W88 to an "A" safety rating as well. Adding these tests to those needed for the Minuteman upgrade (Action F) brings the minimum total number of tests needed to
If two tests are added for contingencies, the estimated requirement becomes:
6-8 nuclear tests to upgrade both the Minuteman III and the Trident II to an " A" safety rating.
Incorporating IHE into the Navy's W76 Mk4 warhead to upgrade its safety is problematical if Rocky Flats is not in operation. If Rocky Flats is in operation, the W76 could be replaced with a new design that incorporates both IHE and a FRP. The minimum number of tests required in this case would be [4] (see Action I). If one test is added for contingencies and Rocky Flats is assumed to be operating, the estimated requirement becomes:
11-13 nuclear tests to upgrade the Minuteman III, Trident I,ll (C4), and Trident II (D5) warheads to an "A" safety rating If Rocky Flats is not operating, the safety of the W76 Trident I,ll C4 could still be improved somewhat by changing its design to accomodate four missiles instead of eight and replacing, with suitably designed blast/debris deflectors and barriers, the four alternate missile stations that would be removed. This would effectively isolate the four remaining warheads from each other so that accidental detonation of the high explosive of anyone of them would not cause detonation of the others.
Further safety improvement would result if the detonatable third-stage propellant of the missile were replaced with a nondetonatable propellant so that detonation could not be propagated from one warhead to another via detonation of the intervening propellent. Such a safety upgrade would require one nuclear test at most and more probably would require none.
Summary and Conclusions
The principal effect of the Bush initiative, with respect to the safety of the U.S. nuclear weapons stockpile, will be to accelerate the retirement of older nuclear weapons that lack modem safety features. Operational safety will also be improved by removing them from aircraft and surface ships and returning them to secure storage. Once these weapons have been returned to storage, transportation safety could be improved significantly by eliminating the transport of nuclear weapons by air.
When the accelerated retirement of older nuclear weapons is complete, the nuclear weapons stockpile, save for the W78 Minuteman III, W76 Trident I,ll C4, and W88 Trident II 05 ballistic missiles, will be up to modem standards of nuclear detonation and plutonium dispersal safety. That is, with the three exceptions noted, all weapons remaining in the stockpile will enjoy the modem safety advantages of both EEl and IHE in addition to the property of one-point detonation safety required of all nuclear weapons. Some warheads that have entered the stockpile more recently will also have the added safety feature of a FRP.
It is estimated that 6-8 nuclear explosive tests will be required to replace the Minuteman III and Trident II 05 missile warheads with warheads incorporating IHE and FRPs. If only the Minuteman III is to be given this safety upgrade, half as many (3-4) tests, will be needed. In each case, the larger number of tests would apply if the plutonium processing facilities at Rocky Flats remain shut down, necessitating the reuse of old plutonium pits salvaged from retired warheads rather than the use of freshly manufactured pits.
Incorporating IHE into the older W76 Trident 1,11 C4 missile warhead is problematical if Rocky Flats remains unavailable. The same is true of the W88 warhead. In the latter case, however, the W88 can be replaced by the W89, which has all. the modem safety features and can be manufactured with salvaged pits should Rocky Flats remain closed.
If Rocky Flats resumes operation, the W76 could be replaced by a new design that incorporates both IHE and a FRP, requiring an estimated 5 nuclear tests. The safety upgrade of all three U.S. ballistic missiles would then call for a total of 11-13 nuclear tests. This more-refined estimate of the number of nuclear tests needed to bring the stockpile up to modem standards of safety is bracketed by our earlier estimate of 10-20 tests,1 but lies considerably closer to 10 than to 20.
In conclusion, the answers to the three questions posed in the Senators' letter are:
1. It is estimated that 11-13 nuclear tests would still be required to add IHE to those ballistic missiles not scheduled for retirement, namely the Minuteman III, C4, and D5 missiles. The principal means of providing for nuclear warhead safety are:
1. Enhanced electrical isolation (EEI)-Reduces the probability that the warhead's detonators will be electrically fired in a accident to less than one chance in a million. It was first introduced in the B61-5 Tactical Bomb in 1977.
[This safety feature is also referred to as Enhanced Nuclear Detonation Safety (ENDS)].
2. Insensitive high explosive (IHE~A high explosive that is much less sensitive to being detonated by fire or impact than is the HE used in all nuclear warheads that entered the stockpile prior to 1978.
3. A fire-resistant pit (FRP)-The pit of a nuclear weapon is that part of the primary, or first stage of the weapon, that contains the plutonium. If the plutonium is encased within a ductile, high melting-point metal shell that can withstand prolonged exposure to a jet fuel fire (-1000 °C) without melting or being eaten through by the corrosive action of molten plutonium, it qualifies as a FRP. The plutonium itself may melt, but will remain contained within the encasing shell and not be dispersed into the environment. 6. A one-point-safe (OPS) design-Insures no significant nuclear yield will result if the warhead's HE is detonated at anyone point.
One-Point Safety
In 1968, a quantitative safety requirement was established that all nuclear warheads in the stockpile be "one-point safe," which means that if the high explosive in the warhead is detonated at any single point, there will be less than one chance in a million that any significant nuclear yield will result (specifically, no more nuclear yield will result than that equivalent to exploding four pounds of high explosive).
Nuclear warheads in the stockpile are also required to be inherently one-point safe; that is, one-point safety shall be obtained without the use of a nuclear safing device (such as mechanical safing). This should not be interpreted as prohibiting the use of a mechanical safing device, but rather as a requirement that one-point safety should obtain even in its absence.
Many-point detonation safety of a sealed-pit warhead can, strictly speaking, only be obtained by means of mechanical safing. (In the absence of mechanical safing, a large nuclear yield will surely result if nearsimultaneous detonations should accidentally occur at or near the warhead's detonators.) Indeed, it is possible that an inherently one-point safe warhead, without mechanical safing, could be less safe than a mechanically-sa fed warhead that was not inherently safe. A warhead has the property of nucleilr safety or of being nuclear safe, to the degree to which no accidental release of a significant amount of nuclear explosive energy, or nuclear yield, is possible.
EEl and IHE reduce the risk that a warhead's HE will be detonated accidentally-the former electrically, and the latter mechanically. Therefore, each contributes to both nucleilr safety and plutonium-dispersal safety (see below).
MS and OPS contribute to nuclear safety but not to plutonium-dispersal safety because neither reduces the risk that a warhead's HE will be detonated accidentally. MS provides both many-point and one-point safety.
Plutonium-Dispersal Safety FRP contributes to plutonium-dispersal safety in those accidents in which a warhead is subjected to fire, but only if the warhead's HE does not detonate.
The areal extent of possible plutonium dispersal that can result from a fire in which the HE detonates is far larger-typically 100 times larger-than if it does not. Detonation of the HE causes most of the plutonium to be aerosolized into small micron-sized particles of plutonium oxide that can be carried aloft and dispersed by local winds over a large area. Therefore, EEl and lHE are far more significant contributors to plutoniumdispersal safety than are FRPs. The letter "R" in Table C1 indicates warheads that have been retired or are being retired. The letters "BI" indicate tactical surface-to-surface weapons scheduled for destruction as a result of the Bush initiative. (The symbol => means "to be replaced by.")
The grading system used in Table 1 is as follows: A:
Has EEl, IHE, and FRP . B:
Has EEl, and IHE. C+: Has improved safety. C:
Has EEl. C-: Does not have full EEl. D:
Has none of the above safety features. NA: Not applicable. The W33 does not contain plutonium and is not a sealed-pit design. It is a two-component, gun-assembled weapon that fully satisfies modem safety requirements when the two components are stored separately.
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